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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
This paper deals with convergence of Gaussian quadrature formulas. Let
: be a nondecreasing function on [&1, 1] with infinitely many points of
increase such that all moments of d: are finite. We call d: a measure. As
usual, for N # N let PN denote the set of polynomials of degree at most N.
In what follows we denote by c, c1 , ... positive constants independent of
variables and indices, unless otherwise indicated; their value may be different
at different occurrences, even in subsequent formulas.
Let n # N. Assume that m0n0, mn+1, n0, mkn>0, 1kn, are integers,







Given a system of nodes
1=x0n>x1n>x2n> } } } >xnn>xn+1, n=&1 (1.1)
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denote by Ajk , 0 jmk&1, n0kn1 , the fundamental polynomials for
the Hermite interpolation, i.e., Ajk # PNn satisfy
A( p)jk (xq)=$jp $kq , p=0, 1, ..., mq&1,
j=0, 1, ..., mk&1, q, k=n0 , n0+1, ..., n1 .
The Hermite interpolation of f # CM&1[&1, 1] is given by






f ( j)(xk) Ajk(x),










*jk f ( j)(xk), (1.2)









Ajk(x) _n(x) d:(x), j=0, 1, ..., mk&1, k=n0 , n0+1, ..., n1 .
(1.3)
Particularly interesting is the case when the xkn happen to be the solution














(x&tk)mk } d:(x). (1.4)
According to [6, Theorem 3] the solution of the extremal problem (1.4)










* jk(d:) f ( j)(xk(d:)), (1.5)
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and *jk(d:) :=*jkn(d:) are called the Cotes numbers.
Let the sequence of integers [rkn] satisfy
m*knrkn0, n0kn1 , n # N.
Put
r= max
n0kn1 , n # N
rkn (1.6)
and






*jk(d:) f ( j)(xk(d:)), f # C r[&1, 1]. (1.7)
The main aim of this paper is to give conditions of convergence and rate
of convergence for the truncated Gaussian quadrature formula Qn(d:; f )
under the assumption that all mkn , 1kn, n # N, are even. Of course, in
this case _n=1, a.e.
Theorem 1. Assume that all mkn , 1kn, n # N, are even. Let d: be


























*jkn(d:) f ( j)(xkn(d:))=0, f # C r[&1, 1]. (1.10)
This result is very general; the special case when m0=mn+1=0,
m1= } } } =mn=2 can be found in [7, Theorem 15.2.3, p. 342].
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Let dn0 , n = |xn0 , n & xn0 + 1, n |, dn1 , n = | xn1 , n & xn1 & 1, n | , and dkn =
max[ |xkn&xk&1, n |, |xkn&xk+1, n |], n0+1kn1&1.
The following general results concern the rate of convergence for Qn(d:; f ).
Theorem 2. Assume that all mkn , 1kn, n # N, are even. Let d: be
a measure on [&1, 1] and f # C r[&1, 1]. If














Theorem 3. Assume that all mkn , 1kn, n # N, are even. Let xkn(d:)









f (x) d:(x)}cn&r|( f (r); 1n). (1.14)
In the next section some auxiliary lemmas are established and in the last
section the proofs of the theorems are given.
2. AUXILIARY LEMMAS
First we state some known results needed later.
Lemma A [3]. For every f # C p[&1, 1] ( p0) there exists a polyno-
mial Pn # Pn such that for all x # [&1, 1]
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| f ( j)(x)&P ( j)n (x)|c 2n(x)
p& j |( f ( p); 2n(x)), 0 jp, (2.1)
|P ( j)n (x)|c 2n(x)
p& j |( f ( p); 2n(x)), j>p. (2.2)
Lemma B [4, Theorem 1]. Assume that all mkn , 1kn, n # N, are






























(x&xk) j Bjk(x) Lk(x),
j=0, 1, ..., mk&1, k=n0 , n0+1, ..., n1 . (2.7)
The following result improves [5, Theorem 1] given by the author and
plays a crucial role in this paper.
Lemma 1. Assume that m0=mn+1=0 and 1=x0x1> } } } >xn




|Bik(x)|, x # R, 1kn; (2.8)
if j is even and 0i< jmk&1, then





Bi1(x)0, xx1 , 0 j<im1&1, (2.10)
Bjn(x)c }x&xndn }
i& j
Bin(x)0, xxn , 0 j<imn&1, (2.11)
and
{(&1)
j bj1(&1) i cd i& j1 bi1>0,




Proof. Inequalities (2.8) and (2.9) are already given in [5, Theorem 1].
Meanwhile (2.8) implies (2.10) if m1& j is odd and (2.11) if mn& j is odd.
So it is enough to show (2.10) for m1& j being even and (2.11) for mn& j
being even. To this end, following the idea of [5], put










b&&1, k , &1,








But by (2.8) and the inequalities given in [5, (2.9)]





if k=1 and xx1 or if k=n and xxn . This, by means of (2.13) with
k=1 and p=2 or with k=n and p=n&1, gives
Bj1(x)c }x&x1d1 } Bj+1, 1(x)0, xx1
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and
Bjn(x)c }x&xndn } Bj+1, n(x)0, xxn ,
respectively. Applying these inequalities and (2.8) alternatively several
times we can get (2.10) and (2.11).
Comparing the leading coefficients of both the sides of (2.10) and (2.11)
as well as using (2.14) yields (2.12). K
Using (2.8), (2.10), and (2.11) we can get the important inequalities
for *jk(d:).
Lemma 2. If mkn& j is even and 0 j<im*kn , then
|*ikn(d:)|c_n(xkn(d:)+0) d i& jkn *jkn(d:), 1kn. (2.15)
If m0n>0 then
0<(&1) i *i0n(d:)(&1) j cd i& j0n *j0n(d:), 0 j<im*0n ; (2.16)
if mn+1, n>0 then
0<_n(&1+0) *i, n+1, n(d:)c_n(&1+0) d i& jn+1, n*j, n+1, n(d:),
0 j<im*n+1, n . (2.17)
















bmk& p&1, k |
1
&1
(x&xk)mk&1 Lk(x) _n(x) d:(x).






(x&xk) p Bp+1, k(x) Lk(x) _n(x) d:(x). (2.18)
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Bj+1, k(x) |(x&xk) j Lk(x)| d:(x)
cd j&ik }1i ! |
1
&1
(x&xk) i B i+1, k(x) Lk(x) _n(x) d:(x)}
=cd j&ik |*ik |.
This proves (2.15).
To prove (2.16) and (2.17) we need [1, Lemma 2], which says that if
m0>0 then
(&1) p *p0(d:)>0, 0pm0*
and if mn+1>0 then
_n(&1+0) *p, n+1(d:)>0, 0pm*n+1 .
Using these relations as well as (2.10) and (2.11) we can deduce (2.16) and
(2.17) in a similar way. K






(x&1(d:) :=1, xn+2(d:) :=&1), n0kn1 .
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 2 and the relation (2.19) we state








0 jm*kn , n0kn1 . (2.20)
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Lemma 3. Assume that all mkn , 1kn, n # N, are even. For an arbitrary









*jkn(d:) f ( j)(xkn(d:))=|
1
&1
f (x) d:(x) (2.21)
holds for all f # Cm[&1, 1], where m=maxn0kn1 , n # N m*kn .
Proof. Since (1.5) is exact for every polynomial f # PNn , by the well






























Lemma 4. Assume that all mkn , 1kn, n # N, are even. Let d: be a
measure on [&1, 1]. If ba d:(x)>0 ([a, b]/[&1, 1]), then for sufficiently
large n the interval [a, b] contains at least one zero xkn(d:).
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there would exist a subsequence
[ni]i=2 , ni  , such that the interval [a, b] contains no zero xk, ni (d:).
Choose f # Cm[&1, 1] so that
f (x) {>0,=0,
x # (a, b),
x  (a, b).
Denote by ni0 and n i1 the corresponding numbers n0 and n1 for n=ni ,












* j, k, ni f
( j)(xk, ni )=0,
a contradiction. K
Remark. This result extends Theorem 6.1.1 in [7, p. 107] concerning
orthogonal polynomials.
The following result is an analogue for orthogonal polynomials [2, pp. 6364].
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holds if and only if
: # C[&1, 1]. (2.24)
Proof. Assume that (2.23) is true. Let y # (&1, 1), say, y # (xk+1, n , xk&1, n),




d:(x)*0, k+1, n+*0, k, n+*0, k&1, n , *0, n0&1, n :=*0, n1+1, n :=0.
Thus
:( y+0)&:( y&0):(xk&1, n)&:(xk+1, n)
*0, k+1, n+*0, k, n+*0, k&1, n  0, n  .
This proves continuity of :(x) at x= y. Similarly we can prove continuity
of :(x) at x=&1 and x=1.
Conversely, suppose that (2.24) holds. Let *0in=maxn0kn1 *0kn . We
may assume, passing to a subsequence if necessary, that as n  










either  yiyi+1 d:(x)>0 or 
yi&1
yi
d:(x)>0 would occur. Assume without loss of
generality that the first inequality occurs. Then  yi&=yi+1+= d:(x)>0 holds for
some =>0. Meanwhile by definition each interval (xi+1, n , xin) contains no
zero xkn . So for n large enough the interval [ yi+1+=, y i&=] contains no
zero xkn , contradicting Lemma 4. K
Lemma 6. Assume that all mkn , 1kn, n # N, are even. Let d: be a
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as n  . K
Lemma 7. Let xkn=cos %kn , k=0, 1, ..., n+1, n # N, be given in (1.1). If
(1.13) is valid then
|xkn&xk+1, n |c 2n(xin), i=k, k+1, 0kn, n # N (2.26)
and
dknc 2n(xkn), 0kn+1, n # N. (2.27)
Proof. Let i=k, k+1. According to the mean value theorem for the
derivatives by (1.13) we have that for some %* # (%k , %k+1)
|xk&xk+1|=|cos %k&cos %k+1|=|(%k+1&%k) sin %*|
=|(%k+1&%k) sin(%i+%*&%i)|






Hence (2.26) follows. Inequality (2.27) directly follows from (2.26). K
3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS
3.1. Proof of Theorem 1. By (2.21) and (2.25)
lim
n  
Qn(d:; f )= lim

















Equations (1.9) and (1.10) are direct consequences of (1.8). K
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2n(x)r |( f (r); 2n(x)) d:(x)cn&r|( f (r); 1n).






|*jk | } | f ( j)(xk)&P( j)n (xk)|







By means of (2.2) and (2.20)








Substituting S1 , S2 , and S3 into (3.1), we get (1.12). K
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(1.4) follows from (1.12) and (2.27). K
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